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T IF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�IBT�SFWFBMFE�
many vulnerabilities in our global supply 
DIBJOT�XIJDI�BSF�NBLJOH�JU�EJGmDVMU�GPS�

countries around the world to access basic 
supplies—most critically, personal protective 
equipment (PPE). Recently, a report in the 
Guardian, based on interviews with US 
healthcare and industry experts, revealed that 
“logistical challenges continue seven months 
after the coronavirus reached the United 
States” and suggested that shortages are likely 
UP�DPOUJOVF�UISPVHI������BOE�QPUFOUJBMMZ�JOUP�
�����1 This includes PPE that is not available, 
not available in the quantities necessary for 
VTFST�	CPUI�JO�UFSNT�PG�JOTVGmDJFOU�RVBOUJUJFT�PS�
minimum order requirements that are too high), 
and/or unaffordable. On this latter point, during 
the pandemic prices for some kinds of PPE 
IBWF�TFFO�BT�NVDI�BT����GPME�JODSFBTFT�BOE�
NBOZ�TVQQMJFST�BSF�OPX�SFRVJSJOH�TJHOJmDBOU�
advance payments, hampering the procurement 
FGGPSUT�PG�MFTT�XFMM�SFTPVSDFE�CVZFST�2 

These shortages and supply challenges are 
hindering our ability to effectively contain the 
TQSFBE�PG�$07*%����BOE�BSF�QVUUJOH�MJWFT�
and especially the lives of healthcare workers, 
in jeopardy. As WHO Director Dr. Tedros 
"EIBOPN�(IFCSFZFTVT�QVU�JU�JO�.BSDI������
“the chronic global shortage of personal 
protective equipment is now one of the most 
urgent threats to our collective ability to save 

lives.”3 Similarly, Carmela Coyle, CEO of the 
California Hospital Association, was quoted in 
the Guardian report as saying “any one piece 
[of PPE] that’s in shortage or not available 
creates risk for patients and for healthcare 
workers.”4 Moreover, with the pandemic still 
largely out of control in many parts of the 
country, and the a risk of spikes in cases as 
TDIPPMT�SF�PQFO�BOE�QFPQMF�JODSFBTJOHMZ�TUBZ�
inside as the weather changes (combined 
XJUI�UIF�POTFU�PG�nV�TFBTPO
�UIF�JNQMJDBUJPOT�
of these supply chain challenges are likely to 
become ever more acute in the coming months. 

PPE is a general term for the clothing and 
equipment designed to protect people from 
injury or infectious disease. PPE can include 
a wide variety of items (including gloves, 
goggles, face shields, gowns, and masks). In 
recent years and decades, manufacturing of 
much of the global supply of PPE has been 
concentrated in Asia, with China becoming the 
principal producer of several items, including 

Introduction

“The chronic global shortage of 
personal protective equipment 
is now one of the most urgent 
threats to our collective ability  
to save lives.”
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masks. In fact, China is the largest producer 
PG�mOJTIFE�QSPEVDUT�BOE�SBX�NBUFSJBMT�JG�ZPV�
consider PPE as a whole.5�8IFO�UIF�$07*%����
pandemic hit, this global supply chain was 
interrupted on various levels. First and foremost, 
given the geographic concentration of PPE 
producers in Asia, the initial outbreak in that 
region disrupted production as businesses were 
closed and communities locked down. Second, 
as the pandemic spread around the world, 
demand increased and numerous countries 
instituted export bans to prevent the dissipation 
of their supplies. And third, due to pandemic 
related quarantine measures and public health 
concerns, transportation and shipping were 
constrained, and some domestic production 
facilities were temporarily shuttered. 

This led to what has been described by some 
experts as a “wild west” PPE market as health 
systems, federal and state governments, and 
countries around the world competed with one 
and another to procure and transport critical 
products.6 In some cases, health systems (13 
percent according to one survey) have turned 
to directly manufacturing their own PPE to deal 
with supply issues—although the types of PPE 
(and quantity) that can be directly produced in 
this way is limited.7 In another attempt to secure 
control over PPE supplies, 15 health systems 
banned together and purchased a minority 
stake in Prestige Ameritech, a domestic PPE 
DPNQBOZ�UIBU�QSPEVDFT�/���SFTQJSBUPST�	BNPOH�
other products).8 Other creative approaches 
IBWF�JODMVEFE�TPVSDJOH�11&T�UISPVHI�OFX�OPO�
QSPmU�FGGPSUT�MJLF�.BTLT�GPS�"NFSJDB�(FU6T11&�
1SPKFDU�/���BOE�(PXOT�(PPE�	BMTP�TFF��
manufacturingcoalition.com).

Though US based companies do manufacture 
B�TJHOJmDBOU�BNPVOU�PG�11&�USBEJUJPOBMMZ�UIF�
sector has been fairly concentrated with a small 
number of large, multinational corporations 
playing dominant roles. Moreover, while the 
companies may be based in the US, much of 
the productive capacity is located overseas 

(especially with regard to most of the raw 
NBUFSJBMT�TVDI�BT�DPUUPO�mCFS�QPMZFTUFS�BOE�
meltblown polypropylene). Additionally, much 
of what the US produces is often exported to 
other countries in North and South America 
(these exports continued in the early days of the 
pandemic, even as hospitals began to run out 
of supplies, until export restrictions were put in 
place in early April).� 

5IF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�JT�MJLFMZ�UP�CF�B�
turning point with regards to how supply 
chains are organized in the future. In addition 
UP�EFNPOTUSBUJOH�UIF�JOFGmDJFODJFT�BOE�
inadequacies of the current supply chain 
model, it has given us a glimpse into a future 
in which climate change (and its effects) 
increasingly disrupts international trade and 
global supply chains. While undoubtedly each 
future emergency (natural disasters and other 
public health emergencies) will be unique, and 
have variegated effects on PPEs, the potential 
frequency of future supply chain shocks and 
interruptions to global shipping operations 
should at a minimum bring the question of 
supply chain resiliency into renewed focus. 
Recently, the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) 
released a report in which it predicted that the 
$07*%����QBOEFNJD�DPVQMFE�XJUI�UIF�POHPJOH�
threat of climate change and trade tensions 
between nation states (primarily the US and 
China), will not only halt the era of globalization, 
JU�XJMM�SFWFSTF�JU��i#Z�CVJMEJOH�RVBTJ�JOEFQFOEFOU�
regional supply chains in the Americas and 
Europe, a global company will provide a hedge 
against future shocks to their network,” the 
report concluded. 

Already this is beginning with PPE. For instance, 
according to the Guardian report, domestic 
production of the material used in disposable 
NBTLT�JT�QSPKFDUFE�UP�JODSFBTF�GSPN�����UPOT�
JO������UP�������UPOT�JO�������i8F�IBWF�
planted the seeds to render the United States 
TFMG�TVGmDJFOUw�%BWF�3PVTTF�QSFTJEFOU�PG�UIF�
Association of Nonwoven Fabrics Industry, is 
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quoted as saying. However, each PPE product 
is different and not all of them have been, or 
BSF�QSPKFDUFE�UP�CF�SF�TIPSFE�BU�UIF�TBNF�SBUF�
(or at all). Between the highly regulated nature 
PG�UIF�JOEVTUSZ�BOE�IJHI�TUBSU�VQ�DPTUT�SFMBUFE�
to the sophisticated machinery necessary to 
produce PPE, domestic producers may be wary 
of entering the market without the guarantee 
PG�MPOH�UFSN�DPOUSBDUT��.PSFPWFS�TJNQMZ�SF�
shoring production while leaving it in the hands 
of a small oligopoly of large corporations is 
unlikely to increase resilience (which must 
be predicated on a broad base of suppliers), 
let alone address issues of inequitable 
distribution and access, ecological devastation, 
concentrated ownership, and community 
economic development and stability.

This working paper is divided into two sections. 
5IF�mSTU�DPOTJTUT�PG�CBDLHSPVOE�SFTFBSDI�UIBU�
XBT�DPNQMFUFE�JO�FBSMZ�4FQUFNCFS�������*O�UIF�
background sections we provide a basic macro 
level economic analysis of the US PPE industry 
and supply chains, with emphasis on the broad 
USFOET�BOE�UIF�CJHHFS�QJDUVSF��5IJT�JODMVEFT��
1) a current overview and analysis of the PPE 

industry and supply chains; 2) an analysis of 
some of the market and supply chain shifts that 
IBWF�PDDVSSFE�TJODF�UIF�TUBSU�PG�UIF�$07*%����
pandemic; and 3) history and economic trends 
that inform an understanding of the current PPE 
market. 

This background research then provided 
UIF�CBTJT�GPS����JOUFSWJFXT�DPOEVDUFE�JO�
late September and early October with 35 
executives at healthcare systems that are part 
of the Healthcare Anchor Network (HAN).�� 
The goal of these interviews was to surface 
common perspectives, important differences, 
and suggestions and recommendations with an 
eye on moving HAN towards alignment around 
certain goals and values as it relates to PPE at 
the Healthcare Anchor Network’s Anchoring 
Resilience: Aligning Supply Chains and Impact 
Purchasing for Community Health summit on 
/PWFNCFS���������BOE�UIFSFBGUFS��4PNF�PG�UIF�
results of these interviews are summarized in 
Part II of this paper and are provided along with 
potential next steps, paths forward, and areas 
for further discussion and research.11 
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T he global PPE market is worth roughly 
����CJMMJPO�BOE�FYQFDUFE�UP�HSPX�
TJHOJmDBOUMZ�PWFS�UIF�OFYU�TFWFSBM�

years.12�)PXFWFS�UIJT�mHVSF�JODMVEFT�11&�
of various types destined for numerous 
different economic sectors (including mining, 
DPOTUSVDUJPO�FUD�
��"DDPSEJOH�UP�BO�"QSJM������
analysis by the Asian Development Bank, 
the healthcare sector PPE market alone was 
FTUJNBUFE�BU������CJMMJPO�JO������13 This includes 
products such as masks and respirators, 
gloves, goggles/eyewear, suits/coveralls, and 
gowns. Much of the physical manufacturing 
or production of this type of PPE occurs in 
Asia generally, and China in particular. For 
instance, according to research by the Peterson 
Institute for International Economics, “before 
the pandemic, China already exported more 
respirators, surgical masks, medical goggles 
and protective garments than the rest of 
the world combined.”14 Similarly, before the 
pandemic, China was cited as “the only place 
capable of mass producing clinical gowns.”15 
While China is a major player, other prominent 
countries in the medical PPE supply chain 
include Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand. 

6OMFTT�PUIFSXJTF�TQFDJmFE�UIF�UISFF�TQFDJmD�
areas of PPE that we are focusing on in this 
QBQFS�BSF���
�4VSHJDBM�NBTLT�BOE�SFTQJSBUPST��
2) Medical gloves; and 3) Medical gowns. The 
reason we have chosen to focus on these three 

areas is because in the US these are the subset 
of PPE that are regulated by the FDA.16 They 
are also among the most in demand products 
EVSJOH�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD��'PS�FYBNQMF�
US hospitals and health systems usually buy 
BSPVOE����NJMMJPO�/���SFTQJSBUPST�QFS�ZFBS��
However, according to data from Premier, Inc., 
“during the months of January and February, 
EFNBOE�GPS�/��T�TVSHFE�VQ�����QFSDFOU�BOE�
585 percent, respectively.”17 Moreover, this 
XBT�CFGPSF�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�XBT�GVMMZ�
recognized as having reached the US. 

4JNJMBSMZ�FWFO�CFGPSF�$07*%����SFBMMZ�CFHBO�
to affect the demand for PPE in the US, a 
+BOVBSZ������SFDBMM�PG�PWFS���NJMMJPO�TVSHJDBM�
gowns by Cardinal Health (one of the major 
suppliers) created a shortage that was 
delaying surgeries across the country.18 As 
UIF�QBOEFNJD�FTDBMBUFE�FNQIBTJT�XBT�mSTU�
placed on ramping up production of masks 

PPE Market

“Before the pandemic, 
China already exported more 
respirators, surgical masks, 
medical goggles and protective 
garments than the rest of the 
world combined.”
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and respirators, leaving other PPE, such as 
gowns, in short supply.�� Moreover, demand 
is skyrocketing with reports suggesting that 
requests to wholesale distributors for surgical 
JTPMBUJPO�HPXOT�IBWF�JODSFBTFE�CZ������PWFS�
historic levels during the pandemic.��

Many medical gowns are hand assembled as 
they have several parts and varying sizes.21 
This increases the complexity of manufacturing, 
and thus increases the costs. “The problem,” 
Matthieu Menut, from Medline Industries, 
reports, “is that the focus on masks is so intense 
right now that there’s not enough companies 
making gowns, which have a more complex 
design.”22�*O�+VMZ������UIF�)PVTF�0WFSTJHIU�
Committee submitted a memo to the House 
Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus about 
ongoing concerns in the PPE supply chain, 
which stated that raw material for surgical 
gowns is “unavailable at any price.”23 Moreover, 
six of the US’s largest medical equipment 
distribution companies shared similar concerns 
with the Subcommittee.

Companies based in the United States 
have considerable market share in the PPE 
sector as a whole. The Asian Development 
#BOL�FTUJNBUFT�UIBU�JO������/PSUI�"NFSJDB�
BDDPVOUFE�GPS�����PG�11&�NBSLFU�TIBSF�
(based on revenue) and recent data puts 
the total revenue of the US PPE industry at 
$5.7 billion. While there are currently 228 US 
businesses (and 261 establishments) operating 
in the PPE manufacturing industry, according 
to Nick Masters from the market research 
mSN�*#*48PSME�UIF�JOEVTUSZ�JT�DPOTJEFSFE�UP�
be “highly concentrated” with three major 
DPSQPSBUJPOT�DPNQSJTJOH�NPSF�UIBO�����PG�
UIF�NBSLFU�	�.�$PNQBOZ���������)POFZXFMM��
�������.4"�4BGFUZ������
��5IF�SFNBJOJOH�
one third of industry revenue comes from 
smaller companies, including Bullard, Owens 
BOE�.JOPS�*OD��.PMEFY�.FUSJD�*OD��1SFTUJHF�
Ameritech, and Alpha Pro Tech Ltd.24 While 
industry analysts expect that the number of 

US companies operating in the sector will 
slightly increase over the next 5 years, market 
concentration is also expected to increase. 
“Companies are actively acquiring smaller 
players and consolidating operations in light 
of growing import competition and a saturated 
market,” Nick Masters writes.25 

Respirators and surgical masks
While US manufacturers account for a 
TJHOJmDBOU�QSPQPSUJPO�PG�EPNFTUJD�TVQQMZ�
and North America has the largest market 
share (by revenue) of any region in the 
world, this obscures the fact that much of the 
manufacturing of PPE actually occurs outside 
the US (and raw materials used to make PPE 
also largely comes from overseas).26 For 
JOTUBODF�BT�PG�.BSDI������UIF�64�%FQBSUNFOU�
PG�)FBMUI�BOE�)VNBO�4FSWJDFT�TUBUFE�UIBU����
QFSDFOU�PG�TVSHJDBM�NBTLT�BOE����QFSDFOU�
of respirators were made overseas. 3M is a 
good example of this. According to Masters, 
during the pandemic “the company has been 
domestically manufacturing an estimated 
���NJMMJPO�NBTLT�QFS�NPOUI��)PXFWFS�
domestic production capacity is dwarfed by 
UIF�DPNQBOZ�T�DBQBDJUZ�JO�UIF�"TJB�1BDJmD�
region.”27�5IJT�CFDBNF�B�TJHOJmDBOU�QSPCMFN�
when countries around the world began issuing 
export bans and restrictions on PPE once 
UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�CFHBO�BDDFMFSBUJOH�
and domestic demand outpaced domestic 
QSPEVDUJPO��'PS�JOTUBODF�XJUI�SFHBSET�UP�/���
SFTQJSBUPST�JU�XBT�FTUJNBUFE�JO�"QSJM������UIBU�
UPUBM�EPNFTUJD�QSPEVDUJPO�XBT�OFBSJOH����NJMMJPO�
QFS�NPOUI�GBS�TIPSU�PG�UIF�����NJMMJPO�NBTLT�
needed per month.28 

/���BOE�TJNJMBS�SFTQJSBUPST�BSF�HFOFSBMMZ�NBEF�
PVU�PG�NFMUCMPXO�QPMZQSPQZMFOF�BT�XFMM�BT�TQVO�
bond polypropylene and a layer of cellulose 
or polyester. Bottlenecks and shortages in 
the meltblown supply chain have been a 
major issue since the start of the pandemic 
TJODF�NFMUCMPXO�JT�SFMBUJWFMZ�EJGmDVMU�UP�NBLF�
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and the machines that make it are complex 
and expensive.�� Due to the pandemic, there 
is now a worldwide shortage of meltblown, 
and prices are skyrocketing. “Before the 
PVUCSFBL�UIF�HPJOH�QSJDF�GPS�POF�UPO�PG�NFMU�
CMPXO�GBCSJD�JO�$IJOB�XBT�VOEFS������EPMMBST�
B�UPO��#VU�OPX�JU�T�BCPVU�������EPMMBSTw�B�
Chinese salesperson was quoted as saying in 
B�.BSDI������NPR report.�� Similarly, there is 
a shortage of the machines needed to ramp 
VQ�QSPEVDUJPO�PG�NFMUCMPXO�BOE�PUIFS�OPO�
woven fabrics needed to manufacture masks. 
*O�.BSDI������(VT�/BTSBMMBI�1SFTJEFOU�BOE�
CEO of Sharpertek (a manufacturing equipment 
company in Michigan), was quoted as saying 
that there was a six month backlog to deliver 
UIF���������BQJFDF�NBDIJOFT�UIBU�DBO�NBLF�
/���SFTQJSBUPST�31 In terms of market share, 
BMUIPVHI�64�CBTFE�#FSSZ�(MPCBM�JT�UIF�XPSME�T�
largest manufacturer of nonwovens (a category 
of fabric that includes meltblown), most of their 
manufacturing capacity is located abroad.32

Surgical apparel
With regard to surgical apparel, a subset of 
PPE that includes surgical gowns, drapes, shoe 
covers and face masks, Dimitry Diment writes 
UIBU�iEFTQJUF�SJTJOH�EFNBOE�DPOEJUJPOT�MPX�DPTU�
imports have captured a growing share of the 
market and siphoned revenue from domestic 
manufacturers, with many global players opting 
to offshore US production. Imports are expected 
UP�HSPX�GSPN�TBUJTGZJOH�������PG�EPNFTUJD�
EFNBOE�JO������UP�������JO������w�.BSLFU�
DPODFOUSBUJPO�JO�UIJT�TVC�TFDUPS�JT�DPOTJEFSFE�
“medium” with two companies (Cardinal 
Health and Medline Industries) accounting 
GPS�BSPVOE����QFSDFOU�PG�EPNFTUJD�JOEVTUSZ�
revenue. However, consolidation in the sector is 
expected to increase in response to structural 
changes in the hospital sector. “With hospital 
numbers declining,” Diment writes, “medical 
supplies manufacturers and distributors 
will experience heightened competition for 
lucrative contracts. As a result, surgical apparel 

manufacturers are projected to maintain market 
share by acquiring smaller industry operators.”33

Currently, disposable gowns, drapes and packs 
make up over 61 percent of the current market, 
whereas reusables account for only 15 percent. 
However, shifting from disposable to reusable 
cloth isolation gowns, that are sterilized and 
decontaminated, already forms part of the 
CDC recommendations to healthcare facilities 
for managing shortages and interruptions in 
the PPE supply chain.34 Moreover, reusable 
PPE can also contribute to reducing energy 
consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, 
total water consumption, and solid waste 
generation.35�"DDPSEJOH�UP�iNVMUJQMF�TDJFODF�
based life cycle environmental studies, reusable 
surgical gowns and drapes demonstrate 
TVCTUBOUJBM�TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ�CFOFmUT�PWFS�UIF�TBNF�
disposable product in natural resource energy 
	����o����
�XBUFS�	����o����
�DBSCPO�
GPPUQSJOU�	����o����
�WPMBUJMF�PSHBOJDT�TPMJE�
XBTUFT�	����
�BOE�JOTUSVNFOU�SFDPWFSZw�
Michael Overcash writes.36

While most of the raw materials for disposable 
PPE are sourced from Asia, the US has a robust 
UFYUJMF�JOEVTUSZ�BOE�NJHIU�CF�XFMM�QMBDFE�UP�SBNQ�
up production of reusable PPE. Quality reusable 
11&�QSPEVDUT�DBO�CF�VTFE��������UJNFT�
offsetting some of the costs of reusable over 
EJTQPTBCMF�11&��'PS�JOTUBODF�B������TZTUFNBUJD�
review on studies comparing reusable vs 
disposable surgical gowns and drapes found 
that total costs are comparable.37 Moreover, 
reusable PPE, such as gowns, can help 
shield against shocks to the fragile and highly 

Reusable PPE can also contribute 
to reducing energy consumption, 
greenhouse gas emissions, total 
water consumption, and solid 
waste generation.
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concentrated market that can result in massive 
price hikes and the extreme costs associated 
with PPE shortages during times of crisis.

However, the availability of sterilization and 
decontamination services may be its own pinch 
point for purchasers, at least in some markets. 
Furthermore, many of the current methods for 
decontamination of reusables may themselves 
produce damage to the environment (and thus 
our communities) through reliance on certain 
chemical agents. With disposable PPE also 
CFJOH�IJHIMZ�EFQFOEFOU�PO�QFUSPMFVN�CBTFE�
materials, and supply chains for both these 
UZQFT�PG�11&�TUSBJOFE�IFBMUI�TZTUFNT�NBZ�mOE�
that supporting local and regional businesses 
that can innovate the next generation of PPE 
could be part of building the resilient supply 
chains of the future. 

Gloves
The market for medical gloves is also showing 
TJHOJmDBOU�TJHOT�PG�TUSBJO��1SPEVDFST�PG�CPUI�
SBX�NBUFSJBMT�BOE�mOJTIFE�NFEJDBM�HMPWFT�
are concentrated in Asia, with Malaysia alone 
DPOUSJCVUJOH�BT�NVDI�BT�UISFF�GPVSUIT�PG�UIF�
world’s supply. When the country entered 
MPDLEPXO�JO�FBSMZ�.BSDI������GBDUPSJFT�IBE�UP�
seek special exemptions to resume operations 

and produce these essential products. Even 
then, factories were only allowed to operate 
at half capacity in order to reduce the risk to 
XPSLFST�QVUUJOH�TJHOJmDBOU�TUSBJO�PO�UIF�HMPCBM�
supply chain for medical gloves.38 

Medical gloves are made from a variety of 
materials including latex, nitrile, vinyl, and 
neoprene. Gloves made from these different 
materials have different uses, with latex and 
nitrile offering the most protection to healthcare 
workers in high risk situations.�� Thus, the fact 
that there is almost no domestic manufacturing 
capacity for nitrile gloves has caused particular 
concern during the pandemic (especially as 
B�TJHOJmDBOU�OVNCFS�PG�QFPQMF�IBWF�MBUFY�
allergies which prevent them from using 
latex gloves).�� There is, however, one small 
manufacturer of nitrile gloves in New Mexico, 
which opened only last year.41 Though the 
manufacturer, Rhino Health LLC, has increased 
production since the pandemic began, their 
products account for only a small portion of the 
US market for nitrile gloves, and they remain 
dependent on raw materials shipped in from 
"TJB��"T�PG�"VHVTU������MBUFY�OJUSJMF�WJOZM�
and polymer gloves all remained on the FDA’s 
medical device shortage list.42 
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I O�'FCSVBSZ������UIF�8PSME�)FBMUI�
Organization urged nations to ramp up 
11&�QSPEVDUJPO�CZ����QFSDFOU�UP�NFFU�UIF�

imminent demand, and by April, the United 
States had joined many other countries in 
instituting export restrictions (through the 
Defense Production Act) on certain types of 
PPE.43 The combination of increased demand 
and a drop in imports has led to an increase 
in domestic production in recent months. For 
instance, Berry Global “converted a pilot line 
in Waynesboro, Virginia, into a commercial 
operation making its proprietary Meltex 
meltblown material for both surgical masks 
BOE�/���BOE�/���SFTQJSBUPST��5IJT�BEEFE�
capacity will allow the company to make 
NBUFSJBMT�GPS�����NJMMJPO�NBTLT�BOOVBMMZ�w44 
Similarly, Johns Manville (a Berkshire Hathaway 
company) announced in April that it was 
CFHJOOJOH�UP�NBLF�OPOXPWFO�mMUSBUJPO�NBUFSJBM�
in its Richland, Mississippi factory.45 And in 
Wisconsin, 5K Fibers shifted existing production 
lines to making masks and, as of May, was 
“weeks away from starting up new capacity, 
which is a mix of old and new technology, at a 
GPSNFS�,JNCFSMZ�$MBSL�GBDJMJUZ�JO�/FFOBI�8*�w46 

With regards to gowns, Merrow, a 
.BTTBDIVTFUUT�CBTFE�NBLFS�PG�TFXJOH�
machines and soft goods, started a new line of 
QSPEVDUJPO�BJNJOH�UP�QSPEVDF��������NFEJDBM�
isolation gowns per week by July.47 Similarly, 

-BXSFODF�.BTTBDIVTFUUT�CBTFE�TQPSUTXFBS�
NBOVGBDUVSFS���%FHSFFT�IBT�BMUFSFE�QSPEVDUJPO�
MJOFT�UP�NBLF�BSPVOE��������HPXOT�QFS�
month.48�"OE�5FYBT�CBTFE�%JDLJFT�TIJGUFE�JUT�
production to make 3.4 million reusable medical 
gowns as the demand for PPE grew.�� 

While smaller in scale, one interesting example 
of an anchor institution collaboration concerns 
a doctor at CommonSpirit Health who has 
designed a new surgical gown that is easier 
to mass produce. The doctor subsequently 
DPOOFDUFE�XJUI�B�/PSUI�$BSPMJOB�CBTFE�
manufacturer, Precision Fabrics Group, and a 
MPDBM�OPO�QSPmU�TUBGGFE�CZ�GBTIJPO�EFTJHOFST�UIBU�
will sew the gowns around the clock.�� Together, 
UIFZ�BJN�UP�QSPEVDF�������HPXOT�B�XFFL��
Another example is the Nonwovens Institute 
(NWI) at North Carolina State University.51 NWI 
is using its two research and training pilot 
production lines to produce both meltblown 
and a new nonwoven fabric (an alternative to 
meltblown) for US PPE manufacturers. North 
Carolina has the country’s largest concentration 
of meltblown manufacturers, and the NWI 
is also reaching out to many of them for 
JOWFTUNFOUT�JO�UIF�NBDIJOFSZ�OFFEFE�UP�TDBMF�
up manufacturing capacity.52 

The website SupplyChainDive is tracking 
US companies that have shifted supply 
chains or manufacturing processes in order 

Market Shifts
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to produce PPE since the pandemic started 
BOE�BT�PG�"VHVTU���������UIFZ�MJTUFE����
such companies.53 These include most of the 
large manufacturers of PPE. For instance, in 
addition to 3M, Honeywell announced in April 
that they were increasing domestic production 
PG�/���SFTQJSBUPST�UP�������NJMMJPO�QFS�NPOUI�54 
New domestic producers are also entering 
the market. For instance, durable clothing 
manufacturer Carhartt started producing 
surgical masks and surgical gowns. Using 
factories in the US and Mexico, the company 
aims to make 2.5 million masks per week.55 
Similarly, Nordstrom is working with Kaas 
Tailored and Providence St. Joseph Health 
UP�TFX�NPSF�UIBO��������NBTLT�NBEF�GSPN�
surplus surgical wrap.56 And even companies 
MJLF�'PSE�(.�BOE�'JBU�IBWF�SF�UPPMFE�TPNF�PG�
their production lines to produce PPE.57 

This increase in domestic production has been 
facilitated, to a degree, by government contracts 
and public investment. For instance, as of July 
�����UIF�GFEFSBM�HPWFSONFOU�IBE�BXBSEFE�
DPOUSBDUT�UP����DPNQBOJFT�VOEFS�UIF�%FGFOTF�
Production Act.58 State governments have 
also been active in incentivizing the increased 
production of PPE. One example concerns 
Strouse (an adhesives manufacturer), which 
received a grant from the state of Maryland to 
QSPEVDF�/���SFTQJSBUPST��� In total, as of May 
��������.BSZMBOE�DPNQBOJFT�IBE�SFDFJWFE�
state funds to produce PPE and other medical 
equipment such as ventilators (these were 
BNPOH�NPSF�UIBO�����.BSZMBOE�DPNQBOJFT�BOE�

organizations that have increased production of 
$07*%����SFMBUFE�TVQQMJFT�BOE�PS�EPOBUFE�UJNF�
money, and supplies).�� 

Maryland is not the only state taking such 
proactive measures to stimulate and support 
PPE production. For instance, the CEO of 
Merrow, Charlie Merrow, said cooperation 
from the State of Massachusetts will help the 
company produce gowns and create a “durable, 
MPOH�UFSN�TVQQMZ�DIBJOw�GPS�11&�JO�UIF�6OJUFE�
States.61�"OE�TJNJMBSMZ���%FHSFFT��BCJMJUZ�UP�
shift production lines to gowns and rehire 
furloughed workers was enabled by a grant from 
the Massachusetts Manufacturing Emergency 
Response Team. In Ohio, Lt. Gov. Jon Husted 
BOOPVODFE�JO�+VMZ������UIBU�iB�����NJMMJPO�HSBOU�
program from the state of Ohio will allow 68 
manufacturers to buy equipment and expand 
existing facilities to produce personal protective 
equipment.”62 In Nevada, Senator Jacky Rosen 
BOOPVODFE�JO�+VOF�UIBU�NPSF�UIBO���������
from the federal CARES Act would be allocated 
to local SME manufacturers to produce PPE.63 
And in Michigan, three counties came together 
to develop a Personal Protective Equipment 
Resilience Grant Program to incentivize local 
businesses to modernize production capabilities 
to meet the needs of the PPE market.64 

In most of these cases, the recipients of these 
state and local grants have been small and 
NFEJVN�TJ[FE�FOUFSQSJTFT��5IJT�EFNPOTUSBUFT��
1) that for smaller or newer producers, public or 
institutional support, and in particular large or 
MPOH�UFSN�DPOUSBDUT�BSF�DSJUJDBM�UP�JODFOUJWJ[JOH�
and supporting producers so that they can 
invest in the expensive machinery and/or 
retooling that is necessary to produce PPE in 
higher quantities and enter into a market with 
relatively stringent regulations around quality; 
and 2) that small and medium sized enterprises 
DBO�BOE�XJMM�mMM�HBQT�JO�UIF�11&�TVQQMZ�DIBJO�JG�
economic conditions, supportive public policies, 
and institutional demand permit it. Moreover, 
the scale of these companies, and types of 

Small and medium sized 
HQWHUSULVHV�FDQ��DQG�ZLOO��ȦOO�
gaps in the PPE supply chain if 
economic conditions, supportive 
public policies, and institutional 
demand permit it.
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production processes involved in producing 
PPE, appear conducive to worker cooperatives, 
Employee Stock Ownership Plan companies 
	&401T
�OPO�QSPmU�TPDJBM�FOUFSQSJTFT�BOE�PUIFS�
alternative business forms that create additional 
wealth building and economic stability 
opportunities in local communities. Healthcare 
institutions can play a prominent role in creating 
the supportive conditions for the development 
of such locally controlled and democratically 
owned companies through direct purchasing, 
investments, technical assistance, and public 
policy advocacy. 

While there has undoubtedly been a steady 
increase in domestic PPE production in recent 
months, this has been dwarfed by the growth 
in production capacity overseas, particularly 
JO�$IJOB��'PS�JOTUBODF�JO�UIF�mSTU���NPOUIT�PG�
�����������OFX�DPNQBOJFT�SFHJTUFSFE�JO�
China to make or trade face masks (a 1,256 
QFSDFOU�JODSFBTF�DPNQBSFE�UP�����
�BOE������
new companies registered to make or trade 
meltblown fabric.65�4JNJMBSMZ�BO�"QSJM������
report in Bloomberg stated that “as of February, 
a registry of medical device companies 
maintained by the U.S. Food and Drug 
"ENJOJTUSBUJPO�MJTUFE�POMZ����PS�TP�SFTQJSBUPS�
products. Since then the list has grown to more 
UIBO������o�XJUI�BCPVU����QFSDFOU�PG�UIF�OFX�
products tied to suppliers with addresses in 
China.”66 And while before the pandemic, China 
NBEF����NJMMJPO�TVSHJDBM�NBTLT�QFS�EBZ�BT�PG�
+VMZ������QSPEVDUJPO�JT�VQ�UP�����NJMMJPO�QFS�
day.67 While the rapid rise in PPE production in 
China is welcome news, it has led to concerns 
BSPVOE�RVBMJUZ��"T�PG�+VOF������64�$VTUPNT�
and Border Protection revealed that up to that 
QPJOU�JU�IBE�TFJ[FE��������GBLF�GBDF�NBTLT�
among numerous other fraudulent, prohibited, 
PS�OPO�BQQSPWFE�NFEJDBM�JUFNT�	TVDI�BT�
$07*%����UFTU�LJUT�BOE�NFEJDBUJPOT
�68 

Moreover, this increased overseas production 
does little to make supply chains more 
resilient if and when there is another crisis 

that restricts or halts international trade, and 
may even undermine resiliency by increasing 
MPXFS�DPTU�JNQPSUT�JO�OPO�DSJTJT�UJNFT�BOE�
reversing any gains that may have been made 
with regards to domestic production. In this 
context, some health systems have found 
that the lack of transparency among Group 
Purchasing Organizations (GPOs) regarding 
their PPE suppliers contributes to concerns 
about risk management. “We need to know, 
BOE�UIFZ�OFFE�UP�IFMQ�VT�BEWPDBUF�UP�mOE�PVU�
where the raw material comes from, where the 
actual manufacturing happens and what the 
distribution channel is of each of the suppliers 
we’re considering making awards to,” says 
Ed Hisscock, Senior Vice President of Supply 
Chain at Trinity Health.�� “The pandemic 
SFWFBMFE�TJHOJmDBOU�HBQT�JO�UIF�HMPCBM�TVQQMZ�
chain. Going forward, we will need to be 
more intentional as an industry. We have to 
DPNQSFIFOTJWFMZ�GPDVT�PO��CFUUFS�WJTJCJMJUZ��
nFYJCJMJUZ��UIF�FOE�UP�FOE�TVQQMZ�DIBJO�GVODUJPO��
understanding quality metrics; and investing 
in talent,” shared Mary Beth Lang, Chief 
1SPDVSFNFOU�0GmDFS�BU�,BJTFS�1FSNBOFOUF��� 
Without knowing whether the GPOs themselves 
have built redundancy in their supply chains, 
health systems often can’t know what risks they 
are facing when confronted with unexpected 
and rapid surges in demand.

Another market shift (and area of innovation) 
TJODF�UIF�CFHJOOJOH�PG�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�
has been around decontamination and reusable 
PPE. As previously mentioned, reusing PPE 
is included in the CDC’s recommendations 
on weathering supply shortages and many 
health systems and companies have been 
experimenting with methods of decontamination 
BOE�SFVTF�GPS�USBEJUJPOBMMZ�OPO�SFVTBCMF�11&�
items like respirators and surgical masks. 
For instance, in late March and early April 
�����BO�0IJP�CBTFE�OPO�QSPmU�PSHBOJ[BUJPO�
called Battelle received FDA authorization 
to begin deploying its modular Critical 
Care Decontamination System capable of 
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EFDPOUBNJOBUJOH�VQ�UP�������QJFDFT�PG�11&�
at a time.71 This includes normally single use 
EJTQPTBCMF�/���SFTQJSBUPST�UIBU�UIF�DPNQBOZ�
DMBJNT�DBO�CF�SFVTFE�VQ�UP����UJNFT�VTJOH�
its method and machinery.72 More recently, it 
was announced that a partnership between 
University Hospitals and NASA had developed 
two new methods for decontaminating and 
reusing masks and respirators that now will 
go through further testing. In a statement, 
6)�T�DIJFG�DMJOJDBM�BOE�TDJFOUJmD�PGmDFS�BOE�
president of UH Cleveland Medical Center Dr. 
Daniel Simon said that the institution needs 
“to proactively and prudently plan for potential 
future needs.”73 

Additionally, some health systems have shifted 
to newer respirator technologies designed to be 
SFVTBCMF�JO�UIF�mSTU�QMBDF�MJLF�UIF�$MFBO4QBDF�
Halo. One advantage of such technologies, 
particularly in an emergency scenario is that 
JU�POMZ�IBT�UP�CF�mU�UFTUFE�PODF�QFS�IFBMUIDBSF�
XPSLFS��i5IF�QSPCMFN�XJUI�<UIF�WBSJPVT>�/���
NBTLT����<JT�UIBU>�ZPV�IBWF�UP�mU�UFTU�FBDI�POF�
PG�UIPTF�GPS�ZPVS�DMJOJDJBOT��EPFT�JU�mU�SJHIU �
%P�UIFZ�LOPX�IPX�UP�VTF�JU �"SF�UIFZ�HPJOH�UP�
CF�TBGF�VTJOH�JU �4P�IFSF�JG�*�IBWF�B�SFVTBCMF�
QSPEVDU�<BOE>�*�EPO�U�IBWF�UP�EP�UIF�mU�UFTUJOH�
CVU�PODF��UIBU�T�NBLJOH�VT�WFSZ�TVDDFTTGVMw�
says Patrick Vizzard, Vice President of Supply 
Chain Management and Strategic Sourcing at 
University of Maryland Medical System.74 

Going beyond decontamination and reuse of 
usually disposable items, PPE that is designed 
and manufactured to be reusable can reduce 
reliance on vulnerable global supply chains 
and increase stockpile resiliency in the event 
of a crisis (like a pandemic). Moreover, as 
previously mentioned, it can, potentially, have 
B�TJHOJmDBOU�BOE�QPTJUJWF�FOWJSPONFOUBM�JNQBDU�
depending on what processes are used for 
decontamination and reuse. It can also have a 
positive local economic impact. In addition to 
creating jobs at domestic (and preferably local) 
suppliers that will design and produce reusable 
PPE, it can also create companies and jobs in 
the “reprocessing” industry. 

Due to historical changes in the medical 
supply industry in recent decades, along with 
enabling public policy decisions (discussed 
further below), health systems have both greatly 
increased their reliance on disposable PPE 
(and other medical products, sometimes called 
“single use disposables” or “SUDs”) and been 
reluctant (for liability reasons) to clean and 
PS�SFQSPDFTT�UIFTF�JUFNT��"T�TVDI�B�UIJSE�
party industry has developed that serves this 
function. “The reprocessing industry is tightly 
regulated by the FDA, and hospitals can now 
safely and routinely outsource the sterilization of 
NBOZ�TJOHMF�VTF�EJTQPTBCMF�NFEJDBM�TVQQMJFTw�
%S��+PEJ�4IFSNBO�GSPN�:BMF�6OJWFSTJUZ�FYQMBJOT��
“Only a small fraction of medical devices are 
SFQSPDFTTFE�CZ�UIJSE�QBSUZ�WFOEPST�IPXFWFS�
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ������PWFSBMM�BOE�TP�UIFSF�JT�
tremendous capacity to reduce supply chain 
vulnerability.”75 Additionally, cleaning and 
reprocessing PPE (and other medical supplies) 
JT�BO�BDUJWJUZ�UIBU�CFOFmUT�GSPN�QSPYJNJUZ�UP�
healthcare facilities (due to transportation 
and time considerations), making it a good 
opportunity to help create and support (with 
healthcare institution contracts) local and 
democratically owned companies, such as 
cooperatives and employee owned businesses. 

PPE that is designed and 
manufactured to be reusable can 
reduce reliance on vulnerable 
global supply chains and increase 
stockpile resiliency in the event 
of a crisis.
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Not all health systems are currently set up to 
properly sterilize, decontaminate, and reuse 
PPE supplies, and making the switch from 
disposable to reusable products may require 
entirely new supplier relationships, contracts, 
and ways of working. This could be mutually 
CFOFmDJBM�UP�IFBMUIDBSF�TZTUFNT�BOE�MPDBM�
TVQQMJFST�JO�UIF�MPOH�UFSN�CVU�NBZ�JOWPMWF�
TJHOJmDBOU�VQGSPOU�DPTUT�BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI�NBLJOH�
the shift. Additionally, some health systems have 
concerns about the risks of cross contamination 
associated with reusable products. Despite 
these concerns, however, Steve Standley, 
GPSNFS�$IJFG�"ENJOJTUSBUJWF�0GmDFS�BU�6OJWFSTJUZ�
Hospitals, suggests that shifting to reusable 
PPE may help health systems respond to the 
initial problem of procuring a supply of PPE in 
times of emergency given the bottleneck in the 
market around raw materials for disposables 

and “this whole story about how many machines 
there even are” to produce the disposable 
varieties of PPE.76 

6MUJNBUFMZ�UIFSF�JT�OPU�MJLFMZ�UP�CF�B�POF�TJ[F�
mUT�BMM�TPMVUJPO��)PXFWFS�XPSLJOH�XJUI�MPDBM�
and regional suppliers to assure availability 
of appropriate PPE products and services 
for local needs could be an important part of 
assuring future supply. Health systems might 
even support local suppliers and entrepreneurs 
in innovating products that better meet local 
needs. By providing a secure market for new 
products, communicating about needs, and 
knowing the legal and regulatory standards that 
govern the production of products in one’s own 
region, health systems can move towards a 
future in which they can be more assured of the 
RVBMJUZ�PG�MPDBMMZ�QSPEVDFE�QSPEVDUT�XIJMF�BMTP�
JOnVFODJOH�UIF�TVQQMZ�UP�CFTU�NFFU�EFNBOE�
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T IF�QBTU�������ZFBST�IBWF�TFFO�B�
TUFBEZ�QSPDFTT�PG�EF�JOEVTUSJBMJ[BUJPO�
in the United States combined with the 

increased globalization of supply chains. In 
'FCSVBSZ������CFGPSF�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�
around 12.8 million Americans were employed 
JO�NBOVGBDUVSJOH�EPXO�GSPN�OFBSMZ����NJMMJPO�
JO������77 Moreover, manufacturing now 
accounts for just 8 percent of total employment, 
EPXO�GSPN�BSPVOE������QFSDFOU�JO�������

This has occurred due to numerous intersecting 
trends and factors, including the growth of 
container shipping, liberalization of trade norms, 
automation, the rapid economic development 
of export led economies like China, and the 
increasing specialization of producers and 
regionalization of the supply of raw materials. 
However, an additional major factor has been 
the decision by US companies to offshore 
and/or outsource production to countries with 
lower labor costs and less labor protections.78 
'PS�JOTUBODF�JO�KVTU�UIF�UFO�ZFBS�QFSJPE�
CFUXFFO������BOE������FNQMPZNFOU�BU�
PWFSTFBT�BGmMJBUFT�PG�64�DPNQBOJFT�SPTF�CZ����
percent, while US employment of multinational 
corporations fell by 8 percent.�� 

The process of offshoring and outsourcing has 
had a major impact on domestic employment 
and community stability. Historically, 
manufacturing jobs tended to have good pay 
BOE�CFOFmUT�BT�XFMM�BT�FNQMPZNFOU�QSPUFDUJPOT�

through union contracts.�� Moreover, they 
were often the primary economic engine of a 
local community—especially in smaller towns 
BOE�DJUJFT��"T�TVDI�EF�JOEVTUSJBMJ[BUJPO�BOE�
PVUTPVSDJOH�PGGTIPSJOH�IBT�IBE�B�TJHOJmDBOU�
economic, social, and political impact in many 
US communities (such as rising inequality, 
population loss, and deteriorating health and 
wellbeing). 

Similarly, these trends have also had a major 
impact on supply chains. Recently, the Institute 
for Innovation and Public Purpose reported 
UIBU�iBT�EF�JOEVTUSJBMJTBUJPO�BOE�PVUTPVSDJOH�
of manufacturing to fast emerging countries 
becomes the norm, China has gone on to 
become the leading manufacturer of the 
XPSME�BDDPVOUJOH�GPS�OFBSMZ����QFSDFOU�PG�
HMPCBM�NBOVGBDUVSJOH�PVUQVU�JO�������$PVQMFE�
with the contraction elsewhere in the world, 
concentration of manufacturing capacity 
has substantially reduced the resilience of 
supply chains, which is particularly exposed 
during systemic shocks.”81 And, as previously 
mentioned, the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) 
IBT�TVHHFTUFE�UIBU�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�
and the threat of future crises will reverse the 
QSPDFTT�PG�HMPCBMJ[BUJPO�BOE�JODFOUJWJ[F�UIF�SF�
localization and regionalization of supply chains. 

The PPE industry followed these general trends 
around outsourcing and offshoring.82 According 
to one estimate, Europe and North America’s 

Historical Context and Long-term Trends
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PPE production has been “outsourced to Asian 
DPVOUSJFT�UP�UIF�FYUFOU�PG�CFUXFFO�����BOE�
����w83 Similarly, IBIS World’s PPE market 
BOBMZTJT�BGmSNT�UIBU�64�DPNQBOJFT�IBWF�CFFO�
iPGGTIPSJOH�QSPEVDUJPO�UP�MPX�XBHF�DPVOUSJFT�
such as China.”84 In fact, 3M—the biggest US 
QSPEVDFS�PG�11&�XBT�POF�PG�UIF�mSTU�NBKPS�64�
companies in any sector to establish operations 
in China, with its subsidiary there becoming the 
mSTU�XIPMMZ�GPSFJHO�PXOFE�FOUFSQSJTF�FTUBCMJTIFE�
JO�4IBOHIBJ�JO������85 

*O���������ZFBST�CFGPSF�UIF�$07*%����
pandemic, Infection Control Today released an 
article warning of the risks of PPE outsourcing 
in the case of a global pandemic. “In the past 
decade,” the article stated, “most U.S. face 
mask sellers have moved their manufacturing 
PQFSBUJPOT�PWFSTFBT��"�IBOEGVM�PG�6�4��CBTFE�
manufacturers remain, and they cannot 
produce enough masks to protect Americans 
during an impending pandemic.”86 The article 
XFOU�PO�UP�EFTDSJCF�IPX�JO������5FDOPM�
Medical Products—which controlled 87 percent 
of the US face mask market—was bought by 
,JNCFSMZ�$MBSL�)FBMUI�$BSF��,JNCFSMZ�$BSL�
Health Care went on to outsource and offshore 
much of its mask production, to the extent that 
CZ������XIFO�JU�XBT�TQVO�PGG�BT�B�TFQBSBUF�
DPNQBOZ�iUIF�CVTJOFTT�IBE�NPSF�UIBO�������
employees…with a large majority located in 
MPX�DPTU�NBOVGBDUVSJOH�PQFSBUJPOT�JO�-BUJO�
America and Asia.”87 In total, it is estimated that 
BSPVOE����QFSDFOU�PG�64�NBTL�QSPEVDUJPO�XBT�
offshored or outsourced in just a ten year span 
during this time period.88 Similar trends can be 
seen with regards to other types of PPE. For 
instance, the Infection Control Today article 
TUBUFT��i5BLJOH�QBSU�JO�UIF�FYPEVT�PWFSTFBT�
TJODF�UIF�MBUF�����T�XFSF�NBOZ�PG�UIF�MBSHFTU�
HMPWF�NBOVGBDUVSFST�JODMVEJOH�,JNCFSMZ�$MBSL�
Health Care, 3M, Medline, Precept, Cardinal 
Healthcare, and Molnycke, who manufacture 
mainly in Mexico, China, and Thailand.”�� 

As part of this outsourcing and offshoring 
process, many US PPE manufacturing facilities 
were closed or mothballed. For instance, 
.4"�TUPQQFE�NBLJOH�/���SFTQJSBUPST�BU�JUT�
+BDLTPOWJMMF�/PSUI�$BSPMJOB�QMBOU�BSPVOE������
and were unable to reactivate production when 
the pandemic began because the necessary 
machinery had been removed. For its part, 
Prestige Ameritech (now minority owned by a 
consortium of healthcare institutions) bought 
POF�PG�UIF�DMPTFE�,JNCFSMZ�$MBSL�5FDOPM�NBTL�
QSPEVDUJPO�QMBOUT�JO�UIF�FBSMZ�����T�iCFMJFWJOH�
a market remained for a dedicated domestic 
manufacturer of protective gear.”�� However 
UIF�QMBOU�T�GPVS�iMJLF�OFX�/���NBOVGBDUVSJOH�
lines” remained dormant due to the large cost 
of reactivating them and the lack of demand for 
IJHIFS�QSJDFE�EPNFTUJDBMMZ�NBOVGBDUVSFE�11&�

Prestige’s CEO Michael Bowen was one of the 
few experts who foresaw what would happen 
to PPE supply chains in the event of a global 
QBOEFNJD��*O�UIF������Infection Control Today 
article, he is quoted as saying “in the event of a 
QBOEFNJD�NBTL�QSPEVDJOH�DPVOUSJFT�XJMM�EJWFSU�
mask supplies to their own people, removing 
VQ�UP����QFSDFOU�PG�"NFSJDB�T�POHPJOH�TVQQMZ��
Prestige Ameritech and the few remaining 
American mask producers could not make 
up the difference. Hospitals would be out of 
masks in days or weeks at the most. When the 
masks run out, there would be no protection for 
America’s HCWs [healthcare workers].”�� 

For years, Bowen and others tried to get both 
the US government and healthcare institutions 
to focus on domestic PPE manufacturing. In 

“In the past decade, most U.S. 
face mask sellers have moved 
their manufacturing operations 
overseas.”
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UFSNT�PG�UIF�MBUUFS�JO������IF�TUBUFE�UIBU�JG�
“America’s healthcare facilities began buying 
American masks, the mask makers would 
return to the U.S. and we would, soon, have 
the necessary infrastructure with which to 
build stockpiles to protect America during a 
pandemic.”�� However, these efforts largely 
failed as healthcare institutions continued to 
largely purchase lower cost PPE from overseas 
production facilities.

Part of the problem is that the healthcare sector, 
like many others, has increasingly embraced 
“just in time” procurement and an opposition 
to stockpiling. “The JIT philosophy calls for 
lean inventories and tight connections between 
DPNQBOJFT�BOE�UIFJS�TVQQMJFSTw�.*5�T�:PTTJ�
4IFGm�SFDFOUMZ�FYQMBJOFE��i5IF�QIJMPTPQIZ�
reduces manufacturing and supply chain costs. 
It also reduces response times along the supply 
chain, enabling manufacturers to respond faster 
to changes in the marketplace.” However, 
JIT supply chains are extremely vulnerable to 
disruptions and spikes in demand, like those 
UIBU�IBWF�PDDVSSFE�EVSJOH�UIF�$07*%����
pandemic. This was predicted, with critics 
PG�+*5�TVHHFTUJOH�BT�GBS�CBDL�BT������UIBU�
supply chains organized around this principle 
would collapse in the event of a pandemic. 
“JIT purchasing is at odds with the very idea of 
pandemic planning and stockpiling, which is a 
AKVTU�JO�DBTF��BQQSPBDIw�UIF�Infection Control 
Today article stated. 

However, as some health systems know from 
FYQFSJFODF�JU�JT�SFBMMZ�iXIBU�JT�CFIJOE�KVTU�JO�
time inventory that is important,” according to 
Ed Hisscock.�� For health systems that handle 
NVDI�PG�UIFJS�EJTUSJCVUJPO�JO�IPVTF�BOE�IBWF�
contingency plans in place for disruptions, there 
NBZ�CF�BNQMF�TUPDL�UP�SFMZ�PO�UP�mMM�KVTU�JO�UJNF�
orders, even in times of increased demand. But 
for others, disruptions in global markets may 
contribute to the sort of “wild west” scramble to 
mMM�PSEFST�FYQFSJFODFE�FBSMZ�JO�UIF�$07*%����
pandemic. In other words, JIT procurement 
may not necessarily be a problem if deployed 

in conjunction with (rather than in opposition 
to) the existence of robust private or public 
stockpiles and the cultivation of suppliers 
XJUI�FOPVHI�CVJMU�JO�TVSHF�DBQBDJUZ�UP�NFFU�
unexpected spikes in demand.

Another part of the problem has been the shift 
towards disposable medical supplies, including 
11&��i*O�UIF�����Tw�%S��4IFSNBO�FYQMBJOT�
“the medical device industry recognized the 
NPOFZ�NBLJOH�QPUFOUJBM�PG�NBOVGBDUVSJOH�
obsolescence by creating a new label called 
ATJOHMF�VTF�EJTQPTBCMF��PS�A46%���5IF�NPSF�
stuff you throw away, the more you have to 
buy, so it’s an advantageous business model 
for things not to be durable.”�� This shift from 
reusable to disposable medical products has 
CFFO�FOBCMFE�BOE�JODFOUJWJ[FE�CZ�JOEVTUSZ�
supported legislation and lobbying efforts at 
both the federal and state level against reusing 
and reprocessing SUDs.�� 

Related to outsourcing/offshoring, JIT, and 
the rise of disposable products, another 
impediment to increasing domestic PPE 
production has been the role of Group 
1VSDIBTJOH�0SHBOJ[BUJPOT�	(10T
��*O������
Bowen stated that “selling individual products 
to individual hospitals became impossible 
PWFS�B�EFDBEF�BHP��*O�PSEFS�UP�HBJO�QSJDF�
sensitive GPO contracts, America’s medical 
companies utilize cheap offshore labor. The 
GPO focus on price tends to turn products 
into commodities and give foreign suppliers 
the advantage.”�� More recently, the GPO 
NPEFM�IBT�CFFO�JEFOUJmFE�BT�B�XFBL�QPJOU�XJUI�
regards to the PPE supply chain during the 
$07*%����QBOEFNJD��i(10�DPOUSBDUT�GFBUVSF�
characteristics that make them challenging 
partners for hospitals when there is a surge 
in demand or shortage in supply,” Anand 
Devaiah, et. al. write in Health Affairs.�� These 
include disparities among who gets access to 
scarce resources, a lack of price and quality 
guarantees, and little to no transparency. 
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With regards to government purchasing 
of PPE and emergency preparedness, in 
�����1SFTJEFOU�$MJOUPO�DSFBUFE�B�/BUJPOBM�
Pharmaceutical Stockpile program to be 
run by the Centers for Disease Control and 
1SFWFOUJPO�	$%$
��*O������UIJT�XBT�SFOBNFE�
the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) program 
BOE�JO������WBSJPVT�GPSNT�PG�11&�XFSF�BEEFE�
UP�UIF�TUPDLQJMF�JODMVEJOH�/���SFTQJSBUPST�BOE�
TVSHJDBM�NBTLT��)PXFWFS�UIF������)�/��nV�
pandemic triggered the largest deployment of 
resources from the SNS in its history—including 
�����NJMMJPO�QJFDFT�PG�11&�BOE������NJMMJPO�/���
respirators—depleting around 75 percent of its 
inventory.�� Despite warnings that the national 
TUPDLQJMF�XPVME�CF�JOTVGmDJFOU�JO�UIF�DBTF�PG�B�
OPWFM�QBOEFNJD�	PS�FWFO�B�TFWFSF�nV�PVUCSFBL
�
much of the PPE was never restocked. Because 
PG�UIJT�XIFO�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�CFHBO�UP�
TJHOJmDBOUMZ�JNQBDU�UIF�64�JO�UIF�4QSJOH�PG������
there was not nearly enough PPE in the federal 

stockpile to meet the demand. However, even 
a fully maintained national stockpile would not 
have been enough. “The stockpile can only be a 
bridge, it can never be the total solution,” Greg 
Burel, the former director of SNS, said in March 
������� In the absence of a massively expanded 
national stockpile of PPE, and given the largely 
privatized nature of the US healthcare system, 
UIF�QSJWBUF�TFDUPS�	TQFDJmDBMMZ�IFBMUIDBSF�
systems) is likely going to remain primarily 
responsible for ensuring adequate supplies of 
11&�GPS�UIF�SFNBJOEFS�PG�UIF�$07*%����DSJTJT�
and beyond. 

“The stockpile can only be a 
bridge, it can never be the total 
solution.”
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U nsurprisingly, there is a great desire 
and hunger to return to a sense of 
normalcy in the United States and 

around the world after an extended period of 
social and economic turmoil due, in part, to 
UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD��)PXFWFS�PO�NBOZ�
issues we cannot and should not simply return 
to the old status quo once the pandemic has 
subsided. This includes how we organize 
and orient supply chains, especially for 
critical products such as PPE. In place of 
WVMOFSBCMF�TVQQMZ�DIBJOT�EFmOFE�CZ�i+VTU�JO�
Time” procurement, offshoring/outsourcing, 
corporate concentration, and a heavy reliance 
on disposable products, we need to develop 
robust, diverse, and resilient supply chains 
UIBU�DBO�FOTVSF�B�TUFBEZ�nPX�PG�11&�JO�B�GVUVSF�
that is likely to see increased economic and 
ecological crises. Moreover, given the many 
intersecting social, economic, and ecological 
challenges we now face, we must think beyond 
supply chains towards building resilient local 
communities, and how the two can and do 
interact and complement each other. 

While global supply chains are incredibly 
complex, with numerous intermediaries, market 
forces, and local, national, and geopolitical 
considerations all playing a role, they are 
not impossible to change. It is important to 
SFNFNCFS�UIBU�UIF�DVSSFOU�QSF�QBOEFNJD�
structure of concentrated and globalized supply 

DIBJOT�JT�SFMBUJWFMZ�OPWFM�BU�NPTU�KVTU����ZFBST�
old—and before that a different, more localized 
and diverse model predominated for decades. 
It is also important to note how quickly things 
can change if economic and public policy 
conditions are aligned. For instance, in just 
the past six months increased demand (and a 
willingness to pay higher prices) and supportive 
policies (such as export bans, the Defense 
Production Act, and various federal, state, and 
local grants, subsidies, and contracts) have led 
UP�B�TJHOJmDBOU�JODSFBTF�JO�EPNFTUJD�QSPEVDUJPO�
of PPE, both by established large corporations 
and new small and medium sized companies. 

As some of the primary consumers of PPE, 
and as institutions on the front line of this and 
future public health crises, health systems 
have a prominent role to play in this transition. 
Already, during this present crisis, we have 
TFFO�HSFBU�JOOPWBUJPO�BOE�nFYJCJMJUZ�BNPOHTU�
healthcare institutions as they attempt to get 

Conclusion

We must think beyond supply 
chains towards building resilient 
local communities, and how the 
two can and do interact and 
complement each other.
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critical protective equipment to their employees 
and save lives. This includes directly making 
PPE, buying equity stakes in domestic 
manufacturers, sourcing directly from new 
suppliers, and developing new technologies 
and techniques to reuse equipment. However, 
there is considerably more that can, and must 
be done, both in the context of the current 
pandemic and beyond. 

This includes consciously investigating various 
institutional levers—including procurement, 
investing, technical assistance, and policy 
advocacy—to design more resilient PPE 

TVQQMZ�DIBJOT�UIBU�CFOFmU�BOE�TUSFOHUIFO�MPDBM�
economies and communities. It also will require 
further analysis of the precise structure of each 
healthcare institution’s PPE supply chains, the 
DBQBDJUZ�PG�TQFDJmD�MPDBM�DPNNVOJUJFT�BOE�
FDPOPNJFT�UP�QSPEVDF�PS�SF�QSPDFTT�11&�BOE�
what supportive public policies would look like 
at the local, state, and federal level. We hope 
that this paper both provides the background 
context and motivation for healthcare institutions 
to begin this process.
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Part II

Opportunities for Sector Collaboration  
and Innovation from Interview Findings
David Zuckerman, Abby Massey, Dana Brown, Thomas Hanna, Sophie Hearn 

F SPN�4FQUFNCFS�UP�NJE�0DUPCFS������
researchers with the Healthcare Anchor 
/FUXPSL�	)"/
�DPOEVDUFE����JOUFSWJFXT�

with senior supply chain executives and other 
leaders from leading health systems in the 
United States related to issues concerning the 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) supply 
chain.1 This summary section provides a high 
MFWFM�PWFSWJFX�PG�TPNF�PG�UIF�LFZ�mOEJOHT�GSPN�
these interviews.2 Along with the research 
presented in Part I, it is designed to further 
inform the Healthcare Anchor Network’s 
Anchoring Resilience: Aligning Supply Chains 
and Impact Purchasing for Community Health 
summit�PO�/PWFNCFS���������3

The interviews clearly illuminated how 
UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�IBT�FYQPTFE�
vulnerabilities throughout many areas of the 
supply chain with several areas standing out in 
QBSUJDVMBS�

"DDFTT�UP�CPUI�mOJTIFE�11&�QSPEVDUT�BOE�SBX�
materials when demand initially surged during 
UIF�mSTU�XBWF�PG�UIF�QBOEFNJD��

Concerns that some of those shortages persist 
BOE�NBZ�DPOUJOVF�JOUP������PS�FWFO������

1 The full list of health systems interviewed is available in Appen�
dix A. 

2 Some of the quotes in this section have been lightly edited for 
clarity.

3 To be held in partnership with Health Care Without Harm and 
Practice GreenHealth with support from Kaiser Permanente. 

Limited state, regional, and partner coordination 
BOE�B�HFOFSBM�JOBCJMJUZ�UP�TFDVSF�mOJTIFE�
products which left many health systems to 
fend for themselves and compete for scarce 
products; 

Disruptions at various stages of the supply 
DIBJO�BOE�JO�QBSUJDVMBS�UIF�iMBTU�NJMFw�	UIF�mOBM�
step in the distribution and transportation of a 
QSPEVDU�UP�JUT�mOBM�EFTUJOBUJPO
�EJTUSJCVUJPO�UP�
individual health systems and their employees; 

'BJMVSF�PG�HPWFSONFOU�PGmDJBMT�UP�NBOBHF�
stockpile reserves and distribute them 
effectively; and

Concerns that the quality and safety of PPE 
products are not standardized, which makes it 
EJGmDVMU�GPS�IFBMUI�TZTUFNT�UP�FBTJMZ�QJWPU�BOE�
purchase from new suppliers during times of 
supply chain disruption. 

We learned from these interviews about the 
diverse ways that individual health systems 
are experiencing the PPE challenge, and how 
they might respond more effectively in the 
future. To that end, the section below on The 
Business Case for a New Model summarizes 
how individual institutions might more effectively 
SFTQPOE�UP�GVUVSF�DSJTFT��CPUI�UP�QBOEFNJDT�
TQFDJmDBMMZ�BOE�UP�PUIFS�GVUVSF�FNFSHFODZ�
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NBOBHFNFOU�TJUVBUJPOT�NPSF�HFOFSBMMZ��UIBU�
will likely threaten less resilient and poorly 
EJWFSTJmFE�TVQQMZ�DIBJOT��

A dominant theme from these interviews is the 
overwhelming agreement among supply chain 
leaders around the need for greater sector 
collaboration that would allow health system 
providers to come together to address the 
critical supply chain weaknesses that emerged 
BT�B�SFTVMU�PG�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD��5IJT�
includes an interest in developing PPE supply 
solutions that go beyond the means of any 
single institution to localize manufacturing, 
redesign the reserves system, redesign PPE 
itself, advance better national PPE policy, 
and embed the values of the Healthcare 
Anchor Network around equity, sustainability, 
and community wealth building into PPE 
procurement. We explore these themes in the 
section on Building a Resilient Supply Chain 
Together.

The Business Case for a New Model
The supply chain weaknesses revealed 
during the pandemic will likely compel 
health systems to revisit current standards 
of operation. In short, interviewees largely 
agreed that the pendulum has swung too far 
toward concentration and outsourcing for many 
care providers. Among the most commonly 
suggested proposals on how to address this 
TJUVBUJPO�BSF�UIBU�IFBMUI�TZTUFNT�TIPVME���
�
shift away from sole source contracts; 2) build 
additional internal supply chain team capacity; 
3) reexamine how their last mile of supply chain 
is structured; and 4) demand greater levels 
of transparency from their supplier partners 
regarding their own supply chain access to 
SBX�NBUFSJBMT�BOE�BCJMJUZ�UP�QSPWJEF�mOJTIFE�
products.

1) Shifting Away from Sole Source Contracts

Interviewees consistently noted the importance 
of moving away from a reliance on sole source 
DPOUSBDUT�UP�NJUJHBUF�EJGGFSFOU�UZQFT�PG�SJTL��
geopolitical, natural disasters, biological, etc. 
Similarly, there was a general acknowledgement 
that returning PPE production (onshoring) to 
the United States would not fully eliminate that 
risk, but could be an important component 
of the overall strategy, while opening up the 
possibility for additional social impact. As Bruce 
Radcliff, System Vice President of Supply Chain 
BU�"EWPDBUF�"VSPSB�)FBMUI�OPUFE��i4JNJMBS�UP�
an investment portfolio, we want to get to a 
blended average of expense. We’re going to 
IBWF�TPNF�MPX�DPTU�QSPWJEFST���CVU�XF�BMTP�BSF�
HPJOH�UP�BEE�JO�TPNF�IJHI�DPTU�QSPWJEFST�<UP�
diversify] the risk. So what we’re trying to get to 
is, what is our weighted average cost for those 
UZQFT�PG�DBUFHPSJFT w4

Another executive shared that they are 
partnering with a local university to identify 
a framework and/or formula for thinking 
about certain categories of spend and what 
percentage of business to give to any one 
supplier.5 And a third suggested that this 
TPSU�PG�EJWFSTJmDBUJPO�DMFBSMZ�NBLFT�TFOTF�GPS�
healthcare to consider given that diversifying 
vendors is common practice in other industries. 
For example, private label manufacturing exists 
in the soda industry so that companies can 
have their product bottled regionally under 
TQFDJmD�HVJEFMJOFT�BOE�UIFO�EJTUSJCVUJPO�UBLFT�
place locally and regionally.6 

One prominent example of this type of shift 
taking place concerns the decision (in May 
����
�CZ����IFBMUI�TZTUFNT�JODMVEJOH�TFWFSBM�
HAN members, to commit to purchasing a 
portion of all surgical masks used annually 
from Prestige Ameritech, the largest domestic 
NBOVGBDUVSFS�PG�TVSHJDBM�NBTLT�BOE�B�DFSUJmFE�
Native American owned business, for up to six 
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years. Several HAN members, including Advent 
Health, Advocate Aurora Health, CommonSpirit 
Health, Henry Ford Health System, and 
University Hospitals, were among the 15 
health systems that took a minority stake in the 
company as part of their strategy to create a 
more diverse, reliable supply chain.7

2) Strengthening Internal Supply Chain 
Teams

Interviewees generally shared the sentiment 
UIBU�UIF�FYQFSJFODF�PG�TFDVSJOH�TVGmDJFOU�
PPE supplies for their organization during the 
$07*%����QBOEFNJD�GFMU�MJLF�UIF�A8JME�8FTU��
and that they had to rely on their internal teams 
to secure the necessary PPE for their staff 
rather than their traditional partners. Some 
suggested that the trend of health systems 
outsourcing most of their supply chain functions 
to Group Purchasing Organizations (GPOs) 
exacerbated this situation for either themselves 
or health systems they interacted with and that 
UIJT�PWFS�SFMJBODF�PO�(10T�XBT�FYQPTFE�BT�
a liability during this crisis. Kurt Knoth, Senior 
Vice President, System Supply Chain & Security 
4FSWJDFT�BU�4QFDUSVN�)FBMUI�OPUFE�UIBU��

“Almost four years ago, we had a very small 
sourcing team. We did rely almost exclusively 
on our GPO... But then as we started to build 
our local team, we realized that...we always got 
better pricing...So we continued to build up that 
local sourcing group. We weren’t anticipating...
an international pandemic, but what that did do 
was give us the resiliency to get through this. 
The interesting thing was [for] systems that were 
bigger than us that had totally turned the keys 
over to a GPO, [we] were helping them buy 
certain types of PPE...”8

Another executive decided to build a more 
robust supply chain department when they 
joined their institution and found that this paid 
off during the pandemic as health system staff 
had to divert their focus to sourcing PPE and 
PUIFS�OFDFTTBSZ�NBUFSJBMT��5IFZ�NBEF�UIF�QPJOU��

“There were a lot of folks on these [GPO] calls 
that...didn’t have supply chain teams... And I 
would hear folks [ask], when are we going to 
get some contracts for this and that, we can’t 
mOE�BOZUIJOH�UIJT�PS�UIBUyGPMLT�UIBU�UIPVHIU�
in this pandemic that they could rely on the 
(10�UP�mOE�UIFN�QSPEVDUT�XIFO�UIF�EFBMT�
were coming out every single day. There’s just 
no way to take that on.... I think that a health 
system has to decide if they’re going to invest in 
internal supply chains...”�

���6HFXULQJ�7KH�¶/DVW�0LOH·

Interviewees revealed a clear difference 
in experience between those systems that 
had more robust infrastructure to deal with 
stockpiling and distribution of reserves to their 
facilities and those that did not. Those that did 
FYQFSJFODFE�GBS�GFXFS�TUSFTTFT�PO�UIFJS�TZTUFN��
they had greater reserves and a more rapid 
ability to coordinate and deploy supplies across 
their systems. One executive, for example, 
had last mile infrastructure in place before the 
QBOEFNJD�CFHBO��

“last mile was actually never a concern for us. 
We had a regular cadence of [multiple]  points 
a day communication with every single location 
and we had various temporary storage that we 
put up in strategic locations, in different markets 
in preparation for what was starting to ramp up 
very early on.”�� 
 
However, Simrit Sandhu, Chief Supply Chain 
BOE�4VQQPSU�4FSWJDFT�0GmDFS�BU�$MFWFMBOE�
Clinic, called for a need to focus on the last 
mile, stating that 

“the last mile supply chain is missing in this 
country...We need to reimagine and reinvent 
the last mile of supply chain because it will not 
matter if the product lives even nationally, in 
situations like this, if that last mile is not thought 
through. That’s [where] anchors...can create 
some of those resiliency plans.”11

�� ,VSU�,OPUI�JOUFSWJFX�CZ�%BWJE�;VDLFSNBO�4FQUFNCFS����
�����

�� *OUFSWJFX�CZ�%BWJE�;VDLFSNBO�0DUPCFS��������
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���'HPDQGLQJ�*UHDWHU�/HYHOV�RI�
Transparency from Suppliers

A common theme among the interviews was 
their intention to demand greater transparency 
from their current partners in their supply chain 
moving forward. Lisa Scannell, Corporate 
Director of Supply Chain Management at Mass 
General Brigham put it simply,

“Transparency needs to improve...
Understanding where our suppliers 
manufacture their goods, where they source 
their raw materials and how they’re impacted by 
disruptions is needed to improve the resiliency 
of the healthcare supply chain.”12

Similarly, another executive cited supply chain 
USBOTQBSFODZ�BT�LFZ�UP�NBLJOH�NPSF�FGmDJFOU�
procurement decisions and ensuring quality 
of products, highlighting the importance of 
transparency around “country of origin [and] 
the quality metrics that are available for the 
products, so that we have the right testing and 
DFSUJmDBUJPO�<BOE�IBWF>�TPNF�TUBOEBSE�BEPQUJPO�
of different levels of products for different use so 
that you can...bulk buy or buy into production 
based on standard criteria [for] the product that 
you want to use.”13| 

Building a Resilient Supply Chain 
Together
Many of the vulnerabilities and approaches 
discussed above are ones that institutions will 
work to address and implement individually. 
However, a rich set of ideas and suggestions 
emerged from the interviews about how 
collaboration could greatly enhance the 
chances of success. This section provides a 
high level summary of some of the ideas that 
resonated most frequently as opportunities 
for sector collaboration. Generally, these 
GBMM�JOUP�UISFF�DBUFHPSJFT���
�DPPSEJOBUJOH�
strategic investment in vendors and regional 

infrastructure; 2) redesigning reusable 
products and/or processes and standardizing 
RVBMJmDBUJPOT��BOE��
�BMJHOJOH�UP�BEWBODF�QVCMJD�
policy solutions.

1) Strategic Investment in Vendors & 
Regional Infrastructure to Create More 
5HVLOLHQW�DQG�(TXLWDEOH�/RFDO�(FRQRPLHV

A coordinated strategy by healthcare providers 
could help stabilize and scale new vendor 
SFMBUJPOTIJQT�FOIBODF�FDPOPNJD�CFOFmU�GPS�UIF�
communities they serve, allow for supply chain 
EJWFSTJmDBUJPO�BOE�NJUJHBUF�UIF�JOEJWJEVBM�SJTL�
to any participating health system. The top two 
JEFBT�SFMBUFE�UP�UIJT�GPDVT�BSF���
�TFDVSJOH�LFZ�
PPE items, including possibly raw materials, in 
areas where the market is too concentrated; 
and 2) regional reserves and last mile storing 
and distribution of PPE. 

As illustrated by the Prestige Ameritech 
example noted in Part I, the combination of 
MPOH�UFSN�DPOUSBDUT�BOE�TUSBUFHJD�JOWFTUNFOU�
by multiple health systems in domestic vendors 
could help health systems diversify their 
suppliers while also permitting a conversation 
around locating that investment in communities 
of need. While most new vendor relationships 
are unlikely to emerge at the scale of the 
Prestige Ameritech deal, they are still a viable 
option for health systems and consortiums of 
health systems. For instance, Ed Hisscock, 
Senior Vice President of Supply Chain at Trinity 
Health, described how a small company, Detroit 
Sewn, had manufactured masks for Trinity 
Health during the pandemic, providing much 
OFFEFE�11&�BOE�TBWJOH�BSPVOE�����MPDBM�KPCT��
“I think that therein lies an opportunity for us to 
continue developing that local supplier from the 
small business that they are today and see if we 
can’t grow that business over time and make 
them a competitor for bigger shares of business 
over time,” Hisscock stated.14
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One example from outside of the PPE sector 
that was mentioned in the interviews was 
$JWJDB39��5IF�OPO�QSPmU�QIBSNBDFVUJDBM�
company was formed in response to cyclical 
shortages of drugs due to price gouging. 
HAN members Catholic Health Initiatives 
(now CommonSpirit Health), Intermountain 
Healthcare, Providence St. Joseph Health, 
SSM Health, and Trinity Health were among 
the seven original founding members. In 
addition to the founding members, Kaiser 
Permanente is represented on their board and 
now all members receive pharmaceutical drugs 
through CivicaRX in a way that ensures surety 
of supply and price transparency. Although 
UIJT�DPMMBCPSBUJPO�XBT�OPU�EFTJHOFE�TQFDJmDBMMZ�
BSPVOE�UIF�FDPOPNJD�CFOFmUT�JU�DPVME�ZJFME�
for the broader community, it represents an 
example of the type of collaboration that exists 
based on aligned strategies (and even one that 
could be further leveraged in the future with 
the values of HAN as part of that conversation). 
A similar collaboration could exist focused on 
manufacturing PPE with the intentional mission 
alignment of investment in communities of need.

Additionally, and perhaps alternatively, we 
IFBSE�TJHOJmDBOU�WBMJEBUJPO�PG�UIF�JEFB�UIBU�
‘reimagining the last mile of supply chain’ was 
a critical need and one which might provide 
NPSF�SJQF�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�GPS�EJWFSTF�FNQMPZFF�
PXOFE�BOE�PUIFS�MPDBMMZ�PXOFE�CVTJOFTTFT�UP�
support. At its most expansive imagining, this 
idea could translate into developing regional 
reserves that cut across health systems, help 
leverage economies of scale to support PPE 
access to smaller players across the continuum 
of scale (such as nursing homes), and involve 
coordination with state and local governments 
around storing, rotating, distributing, and 
replenishing products.

 

2) Redesigning Reusable Products and 
6WDQGDUGL]LQJ�6SHFLÀFDWLRQV

There is an opportunity for a more intentional 
conversation around the most effective product 
EFTJHO�GPS�LFZ�11&�QSPEVDUT�TQFDJmDBMMZ�GPS�
the healthcare sector. Standardizing product 
TQFDJmDBUJPOT�TVDI�BT�DPTU�BOE�DVTUPNJ[BUJPO�
for healthcare settings, might enable better 
EJWFSTJmDBUJPO�BOE�UIFSFCZ�JODSFBTF�TVQQMZ�
chain resilience.

Cleveland Clinic’s Simrit Sandhu, suggested 
completely redesigning PPE products so 
that they can be assembled from materials 
sourced in, or closer to, the United States. This 
could remove potential international sourcing 
chokepoints and allow for competition with 
existing manufacturers. Sandhu explained that 

“you can retool and reimagine the product 
EJGGFSFOUMZ���SFEFTJHO�JU�UP�CF�B�WFSZ�TQFDJmD�
US product that is then exportable to the rest 
of the world, as well as our pandemic product. 
Something that is so nuanced and different, 
that we create global opportunity through it. [In 
short] we are creating reusable, reprocessing, 
responsible green product[s] that create jobs...
that pay decent, great wages.”15

While the interviews found a split between 
those health systems exploring the potential 
for reusable PPE and those remaining with 
disposables, one senior supply chain executive 
made the case strongly that the true opportunity 
for sustainable PPE is with regards to the 
stockpile and reserve.16 Although measures 
UP�EJWFSTJGZ�TVQQMJFST�JODMVEJOH�PO�TIPSJOH�
would increase resiliency and mitigate a variety 
of risks, the demand surge at the peak of the 
pandemic was so extreme that it would have 
CFFO�EJGmDVMU�JG�OPU�JNQPTTJCMF�GPS�BOZ�FOUJUZ�
to scale up production to meet the need given 
raw material and production capacity. It is 
BMTP�JOFGmDJFOU�UP�IBWF�UP�TUPSF�UIF�BNPVOU�
of disposable products required to be even 
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adequately prepared. Instead, regardless of 
whether a health system decides to go with 
disposables or reusables for normal operations, 
reserves should bias toward reusables. 

The interviews surfaced a need for sector 
collaboration to better design reusable PPE 
QSPEVDUT�TQFDJmDBMMZ�GPS�UIF�IFBMUIDBSF�TFDUPS�
such that both clinicians and patients are 
comfortable with them. Jeremy Strong, Vice 
President of Supply Chain at Rush University 
Medical Center, is already looking into a 
IFBMUIDBSF�TQFDJmD�SFVTBCMF�NBTL�PQUJPO�GPS�
TUPDLQJMJOH��iXF�BSF�UFTUJOH�B�SFVTBCMF�SJHIU�OPX�
that’s much smaller, [and looks] much more like 
a regular disposable [mask]...So we are looking 
GPS�NPSF�IFBMUIDBSF�GPDVTFE�PQUJPOT�w17

Advocate Aurora Health’s Bruce Radcliff made 
the point that resilience and security will come 
XJUI�TQFDJmDBUJPO�CBTFE�TPVSDJOH��3BUIFS�UIBO�
QSPEVDUT�CFJOH�EFmOFE�CZ�UIFJS�NBOVGBDUVSFS�
TQFDJmDBUJPO�CBTFE�TPVSDJOH�XPVME�SFRVJSF�
manufacturers to create products according to 
TQFDJmDBUJPOT�EFTJHOFE�CZ�UIF�IFBMUIDBSF�TFDUPS��
He explains, “what we are trying to do is go to 
TQFDJmDBUJPO�CBTFE�TPVSDJOH�XIJDI�TBZT�MJTUFO�
if I want to create this Bic pen, as long as it is 
CVJMU�UP�UIF�TQFDJmDBUJPOT�PG�B�XSJUJOH�VUFOTJM�UIBU�
I want, it is an analogous product to Bic. And 
what I can do then is I can diversify my supply 
sources.”18 Doing this would reduce geopolitical, 
climate and biological risk.  

3) Aligning to Advance Public Policy 
That Would Sustain Demand, Expand 
Transparency, Support Regional Public-
Private Collaboration & Build Capacity for 
Existing Domestic Vendor Relationships

There are many areas where healthcare 
providers can advance meaningful sector 
collaboration. However, this set of interviews 
BMTP�SFWFBMFE�UIBU�UIFSF�JT�B�TJHOJmDBOU�
role for a broader public policy strategy to 
complement those efforts. One of the main 
points of agreement amongst interviewees as it 
relates to public policy was the need for better 

integration between the strategic stockpile and 
health systems. Nearly all interviewees said that 
EVSJOH�UIF�QFBL�PG�UIF�$07*%����QBOEFNJD�
disbursements from the Strategic National 
Stockpile were essentially useless, both in terms 
of the amount of items provided and the quality 
since much of what was received was expired 
and not usable. The message here applies not 
only to strategic stockpiles but to any reserve 
TUSBUFHZ��JU�TJNQMZ�DBO�U�CF�B�XBSFIPVTF�XIFSF�
goods are stored and not properly managed. 

Connected to this, several interviewees 
expressed a desire to see better integration 
between states/localities and healthcare 
providers to ensure that the mistakes that 
occurred during the current pandemic are not 
repeated again. One executive proposed the 
JEFB�QSPQPTFE�UIF�JEFB�PG�QVCMJDMZ�GVOEFE�
annual strategic stockpile drills that would both 
increase preparedness and ensure that a portion 
of supplies would rotate and be replenished 
consistently.���As this idea shows, there is a role 
for state and local government to better facilitate 
the rotation of existing and future stockpile 
inventory.

Beyond public policy advocacy related to the 
national stockpile, several executives suggested 
advocating for the government to provide 
contracts or subsidies to local infrastructure 
and manufacturers in the PPE domain. One 
executive states, “one of the biggest things that 
a governing agency can do, that aligns with 
what we’re talking about here, is [to provide] 
stimulus...to support a local industry to gravitate 
towards this space...If there’s enough incentive 
there, it can offset what happens, to [the] end 
price.”�� 

Another key role the public sector could play in 
building a more robust and reliable pandemic 
preparedness supply chain for PPE (and 
potentially other critical products) would be 
through public sector contract manufacturing 
facilities for products key to emergency 
response. In addition to resources like the 
national stockpile that sets aside a certain 
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amount of stock for future needs, a public 
contract manufacturing facility (publicly owned 
manufacturing facilities available for contracting 
from the private sector) could be put to work to 
produce new stock in times of need as a way to 
supplement the market in these goods. While it 
JT�EJGmDVMU�GPS�DPNNFSDJBM�FOUJUJFT�UP�CVJME�JO�UIF�
amount of slack that would allow for a massive 
uptick in manufacturing in times of need, the 
public sector can afford to invest in pandemic 
preparedness. This approach could help address 
UIF�JTTVF�PG�MPOH�UFSN�TVTUBJOFE�OFFET�JO�UIF�
PPE market being much lower volume than the 
needs during a pandemic. To avoid investing in a 
number of new or existing commercial businesses 
in order to accelerate current production to tens 
or hundreds of times the normal output—knowing 
that this demand will evaporate in a number of 
months—the public sector can provide surge 
capacity through contract manufacturing facilities.

Other executives interviewed suggested 
supporting public policies and regulations that 
would require a certain percentage of PPE be 
sourced locally to build resilience into the supply 
chain. John Wright, Vice President of Supply 
Chain & Support Services at Intermountain 
)FBMUI�OPUFE��i*�UIJOL�UIF�POMZ�XBZ�JO�NZ�
opinion, this gets any type of legs is through 
regulation. And that could be through putting 
part of your CMS reimbursement at risk, based 
on the percentage of your products that you buy 
domestically, or something like that.”21  

Expanding transparency was another theme 
that surfaced during the interviews. Executives 
generally wanted more transparency coming from 
GFEFSBM�BOE�TUBUF�MFBEFST�EVSJOH�UIF�$07*%����
pandemic, including information about how the 
distribution of stockpile supplies would occur in 
a fair and equitable manner. For instance, one 
stated that “we need to understand what the 
federal and the state response will be to a crisis, 
when they will engage, how they will respond to 
it so that we can plan our own response [and] 
know what’s available to us and what won’t be 
available to us, because we were on our own in 
this case.”22

As noted above, there was an acknowledgement 
of a need for greater supply chain transparency 
from vendors and partners. Although no executive 
noted this as an area that the federal government 
could aid with, it does suggest a possible role 
for policymakers to require a greater level of 
transparency in order to reduce the burden on 
healthcare providers to receive this information 
voluntarily from their suppliers.

Finally, several executives noted a concern that 
the type of collaboration alluded to in this paper 
may be seen as collusion. This perception could 
discourage health systems from aligning to 
solve these challenges with the level of intention 
required so that future investment was both 
TVTUBJOBCMF�BOE�CFOFmUFE�UIF�DPNNVOJUJFT�
they serve that have been most disinvested and 
impacted by the pandemic. Whether this concern 
is indeed valid, it is important to note that this 
concern could prove to be a potential barrier to 
encouraging collaboration, and that policymakers 
could address this concern and alleviate fear 
through their support and the provision of clarity 
as to the terms of what would constitute collusion.

*OUFSWJFXT�XJUI�BMNPTU����BDDPVOUBCMF�FYFDVUJWFT�
and supply chain executives at Healthcare 
Anchor Network member health systems 
illuminated the need for future collaboration in 
building a more resilient PPE supply chain. The 
current challenges that health systems face also 
present an opportunity to align these strategies 
with efforts to advance supply chain strategies 
that also advance equity, sustainability, and 
community wealth building in the communities 
they serve. Part II above outlines both the 
business case for building a new model 
for individual health systems as well as the 
opportunities for sector collaboration that were 
discussed during interviews. This conversation 
XJMM�DPOUJOVF�PO�/PWFNCFS���������EVSJOH�UIF�
summit, as we look forward to the potential for a 
more resilient PPE supply chain in the future.
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Advocate Aurora Health  
(Downers Grove, Illinois) 

Bruce Radcliff, System Vice President  
of Supply Chain

 
Bon Secours Mercy Health System 
(Cincinnati, Ohio)

Noah Dunlap, Vice President  
of Strategic Sourcing

+PIO�)PSOF�$IJFG�4USBUFHJD�4PVSDJOH�0GmDFS

%BO�)VSSZ�$IJFG�4VQQMZ�$IBJO�0GmDFS

 
CHRISTUS Health (Irving, Texas) 

Kim Lemmons, Vice President of Supply Chain 
Management

 
Cleveland Clinic (Cleveland, Ohio) 

Simrit Sandhu, Chief Supply Chain and Support 
4FSWJDFT�0GmDFS

 
Henry Ford Health System (Detroit, Michigan)

James O’Connor, Vice President of Supply 
Chain Management

 
Intermountain Healthcare  
�6DOW�/DNH�&LW\��8WDK�

John Wright, Vice President of Supply Chain & 
Support Services

 
 

.DLVHU�3HUPDQHQWH��2DNODQG��&DOLIRUQLD�

.BSZ�#FUI�-BOH�$IJFG�1SPDVSFNFOU�0GmDFS

 
Mass General Brigham  
(Boston, Massachusetts)

Ingrid Beckles, Manager of Supplier Diversity

Mark Faulkner, Senior Director of Strategic 
Supply Chain Management & Sourcing

Lisa Scannell, Corporate Director of Supply 
Chain Management

Todd Turner, Director of Supply Chain 
Contracting

 
1RUWKZHOO�+HDOWK��*UHDW�1HFN��1HZ�<RUN��

Phyllis McCready, Vice President & Chief 
1SPDVSFNFOU�0GmDFS

 
Providence Saint Joseph Medical Center 
�%XUEDQN��&DOLIRUQLD�

David Carlson, Vice President of Strategic 
Sourcing

Jennie Ritchie, Director of Clinical Risk 
Management 

 
Rush University System for Health  
(Chicago, Illinois) 

Jeremy Strong, Vice President of Supply Chain

Appendix

Interview Subjects and Contributors
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6HDWWOH�&KLOGUHQ·V��6HDWWOH��:DVKLQJWRQ��

James LeRoy, Director of Strategic Sourcing & 
Value Analysis

 
Spectrum Health (Grand Rapids, Michigan) 

Sarah Chartier, Senior Sustainability  
Project Manager

Kurt Knoth, Senior Vice President of System 
Supply Chain & Security Services

 
7ULQLW\�+HDOWK��/LYRQLD��0LFKLJDQ�

Ed Hisscock, Senior Vice President of Supply 
Chain Management

 
UMass Memorial Health Care (Clinton, 
Massachusetts) 

Ed Bonetti, Vice President of Supply Chain

Douglas Brown, President of UMM Community 
)PTQJUBMT�BOE�$IJFG�"ENJOJTUSBUJWF�0GmDFS�PG�
UMass Memorial Health Care

5IFSFTF�%BZ�$IJFG�'JOBODJBM�0GmDFS

Henry Lopez, Director of Supply Chain Logistics

 
University of Maryland Medical System 
(Baltimore, Maryland) 

Jon Burns, Senior Vice President and System 
$IJFG�"ENJOJTUSBUJWF�0GmDFS

Kristin Jones Bryce, Chief External Affairs 
0GmDFS

Gary Tuggle, Director of Enterprise Diversity 
and Inclusion, Supply Chain

Patrick Vizzard, Vice President of Supply Chain 
Management and Strategic Sourcing

University of Utah Health  
�6DOW�/DNH�&LW\��8WDK��

Kenneth Carlisle, Director of Purchasing and 
Contracting

 
Other Interviews

"OOB�'PY�$IJFG�0QFSBUJOH�0GmDFS�(SFFOIFBMUI�
Exchange

Janet Howard, Member Engagement Manager, 
Health Care Without Harm

Thresa Pattee, Director of Sustainability, 
Greenhealth Exchange

Steven Standley, Former Chief Administrative 
0GmDFS�6OJWFSTJUZ�)PTQJUBMT

John Ullman, Director of Safer Chemicals and 
Procurement, Health Care Without Harm

Susan Wilburn, Director of International 
Sustainability, Health Care Without Harm
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Part II Endnotes

1 The full list of health systems interviewed is available in Appendix. 
2 Some of the quotes in this section have been lightly edited for clarity.
3 To be held in partnership with Health Care Without Harm and Practice GreenHealth with support from Kaiser 
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The Healthcare Anchor Network (HAN) is a growing national 
DPMMBCPSBUJPO�PG�PWFS����MFBEJOH�IFBMUIDBSF�TZTUFNT�CVJMEJOH�
more inclusive and sustainable local economies.


